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Summary: In January 2010 the Barbuda Historical Ecology Project (BHEP) directed by 
Dr. Sophia Perdikaris of the City University of New York and supported by the US National 
Science Foundation Arctic Social Sciences under the Islands of Change program began 
investigations of human use of a series of limestone caves and rockshelters along the 
uplifted escarpment running along the central portion of the east coast of Barbuda as one 
component of the 2010 winter field season. Our focus for the January 2010 field season was 
the complex of caves and shelters around the Castle Hill caves, and involved systematic 
survey collection of surface finds (located by GPS) and photographic documentation and 
mapping of the interior and exterior of the cave complex. This survey was followed by 
more intensive soil coring and systematic collection combined with the stratigraphic 
excavation (with 100% 3 mm mesh sieving) of a single 2 x 2 m test pit outside of Cave 2. 
These investigations documented prehistoric Archaic, Ceramic Age, Post-Columbian 
Historic, and recent 20th-21st century occupation, including a small shell midden of 
apparent Saladoid date. These caves and rock shelters have been used by humans for 
thousands of years, and the team was able to document occupation beginning in the 
Archaic (as early as 3,000 BC), through both early Saladoid and later Ceramic Age 
prehistoric periods (ca. 200 BC- 1200 AD) to early Historic (17th century AD) down to the 
present use by 21st century Barbudans. We were able to work with Barbudans to collect 
local knowledge and lore relating to the caves and hunting practices, and we have benefited 
greatly from their contributions. A recurring feature of these many occupations of the 
Castle Hill caves appears to be hunting and gathering of wild resources of both sea and 
land, and the use of the caves as convenient temporary shelters conveniently positioned to 
allow use of both land and sea. 

Acknowledgements: Thanks to Dr. Sophia Perdikaris for her leadership and to Cory 
Look for his support. Thanks to Calvin Gore for his expertise in Barbuda’s landscape. 
Thanks also to Melissa LaCroce and Natalie Garcia from Manhattanville College for 
sharing with us what they learned about Barbuda’s vegetation during BHEP 2010. 
Our gratitude is due also to Jonathan van Arneman, a student of SIMARC, for his 
assistance in the field. 

BHEP 2010 Cave Team Objectives and Methods 

  The 2010 BHEP winter season had as a major objective the initiation of a systematic 
investigation of long term human use of the many limestone caves and rockshelters found 
on Barbuda, especially along the limestone escarpment running along the east coast of the 
island.  The project intends to carry out a long term investigation of Barbudan caves and 
their use by humans over the centuries, and the January 2010 Castle Hill area investigation 
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was intended as a pilot project designed to gather initial data and refine techniques for 
more extensive investigation in the future. We thus combined pedestrian survey and GPS -
located surface collections in the broader cave and escarpment area with more focused 
investigations targeted upon one cave (Cave 2 at N 17 36.367, W061 44.078) with a 
program of mapping, coring, test pits, systematic photo documentation and controlled 
surface collection of the cave interior (aided by points established by EDM Total Station) 
and a stratigraphic excavation of a small 2 x 2 meter unit placed outside the cave entrance. 
This graduated approach thus did not produce either a major site excavation or 
comprehensive survey coverage of the whole escarpment, but did allow us to begin to 
better understand and document what proved to be a very long period of human 
occupation, make some collections for dating and specialist analysis and develop a good 
methodological basis for further investigations in later seasons. 

  All GPS readings were made with a Garmin GPSmap60Csx with a daily accuracy range 
consistently at +/- 2 meters. Plots of the actual foot survey routes were kept by the Garmin 
GPS and are downloaded as part of the project data archive so that later teams can track 
the GPS-bearing crew member. The foot survey team of five normally maintained 5-10 
meter spacing but brush and limestone outcrops required a certain amount of back-
tracking which regularly interrupted the regularity of survey crew spacing: where visibility 
was poor we tended to bunch up but thickets were investigated carefully if slowly (cactus 
and acacia are common). Photography used a Canon G10 digital camera with resolution set 
at 14.5 megapixels. Reference lines and fixed points at Cave 2 were established using a 
Topcon Total Station EDM with sub-centimeter accuracy. Excavation of Unit A was by 
natural stratigraphy using 100% dry sieving through 3 mm mesh. All shells and shell 
fragments were retained for study along with all artifacts and other ecofacts, and 
systematic 20 liter/context whole soil samples were taken for processing through 50 
micron mesh for charcoal and carbonized remains, with additional one liter samples 
retained for phytolith analysis (supervised by Anne Marie ____, U Laval). Fire cracked rocks 
were counted per context and then backfilled on site. Most finds (including all lithics and 
prehistoric ceramics) were digitally photographed in the project laboratory and all finds 
were registered spatially in the project database. Data recording in the field followed 
NABO/Arch. Inst. Iceland protocols, see www.nabohome.org for details, all raw data 
(photos, registers, field notebooks, and drawn record) is curated in the digital BHEP project 
archive. 

The Castle Hill Landscape Context 
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Figure 1 View from top of limestone escarpment above Castle Hill Cave looking north along the 
Eastern (Atlantic) coast of Barbuda. On the seaward side of the jeep trail in the upper center of the 
photo is a patch of light green turtle grass marking a seasonal wet marsh, with Mangroves fringing the 
beach dune system. A line of breakers marks the extensive coral reef – deadly to many ships but a rich 
source of marine resources. Today the area provides access to wild deer and tortoise, feral pigs, 
donkey, sheep, and goats whose bones are common finds at the modern hunting camps associated 
with the Castle Hill cave complex. The beginning of the Highland zone near the prehistoric Gut site is 
visible in the upper left corner of the photo. 
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   The Castle Hill Cave escarpment occupies a transition zone between the low lying (now 
arid scrub and salt pond dominated) south west of Barbuda and the Highland zone to the 
NW. It also provides a boundary between the Atlantic seacoast (with extensive reefs, 
shifting sand beaches, mangrove -bordered lagoons and backwater seeps and seasonal 
pockets of freshwater) and the dry forest of the interior of the island. The limestone caves 
and the plateau above also act to trap fresh water during the rainy season, which trickles 
down through several of the cave ceilings to form small stalactites regularly visited by birds 
seeking moisture. While the thin sandy soils of the eroding limestone escarpment area are 

not presently very 
promising for 
agriculture, the 
seasonal availability of 
fresh water and the 
liminal inter-zonal 
placement of this cave- 
rich escarpment seems 
to have made this area 
attractive for at least 
seasonal occupation for 
many centuries.  

 

Figure 2. Barbuda 
elevation map showing 
pre-Columbian sites now 
known. The Castle hill 
cave sites are located on 
the eastern (Atlantic) side 
of the island roughly half 
way between the Welches 
site (also investigated 
2010) and the Indian 
Town Trail and Seaview 
sites investigated by the 
BHEP in 2007-9. 

  

Foot Survey Results 

The Radio Antenna Lookout and the Plateau Surface 
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  We began the foot survey orientation walk by climbing to the highest point on the 
southern edge of the escarpment. This point is marked by a simple radio antenna mast, 
with a date of 1967 written in the concrete base of the mast. The spot provides a 
remarkable 360 degree view both far out to sea (Antigua was clearly visible on the 
southern horizon Fig 4 below) with outlook over most of the eastern reef area and far 
inland over what appeared to be most of the scrub forest of the eastern half of the island. 
This is a remarkable lookout point that certainly must have been used many times in the 
past (not least during the era of the Codrington’s lucrative wrecking and salvage business). 
A small concrete patch with a center pin near the radio mast may represent a survey point 
but there was no marking evident. The GPS for the mast (2 m +/-) is N 17 36.278, W 061 
43.992. Viewshed analysis from this point will be instructive, and seems likely that this 
wide scope of view out over land and sea may have been a reason for many past cultures of 
Barbuda to regularly visit this point. 

 

Figure 3 Survey Crew at the Radio Antenna lookout  
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Figure 4  View to S from Radio Antenna Lookout.  Antigua (ca 82 km away) is visible on the horizon to 
the right center of the photo (arrow) 

   We then walked over the plateau area above and SSE of the cave entrances, observing scat 
and tracks of donkey, deer, pig, and caprines and some recently expended plastic cased 
shotgun shells. Other evidence of recent human occupation of the plateau area was largely 
absent, and there were no visible concentrations of modern glass or plastic as around the 
Castle Hill Cave area.  Fairly rapidly we picked up some scattered evidence of prehistoric 
occupation of the plateau area- patinated flint chips (appearing white due to exposure) and 
some small concentrations of West Indian Top Shell (Cittaria sp.) and queen conch shell 
(Strombus gigas) fragments. One possible conch shell tool fragment (much weathered) was 
also recovered. Localities that produced flint chips and shell fragments were logged as 
three localities (PLAT 1, 2, 3).  PLAT 1, ( N 17 36.252, W 061 44.101) Flint chip in an open 
limestone and red soil intermix area with fragments of old WIT shell on surface. PLAT 2, (N 
17 36.260, W 061 44.102) probable worked shell artifact, not far from PLAT 1 area. We put 
in a core and struck limestone at 5 -8 cm in depth, no visible cultural activity. Some 
fragments of shell (conch and WIT) collected in the same locality. PLAT 3 N 17 36.310, W 
061 44.071) flint flake near dried up wet area (and near trail see Figures 5 and 6 below).  
Nearby (same locality, but N17 36.282, W. 61.44.094) were two old and weathered conch 
shells (collected) and nearby (N 17 36.202, W 061 44.094) was another old conch (also 
collected).  
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Plateau Trail and Wet Area: Megan notes a clear trail leading up to the plateau surface 
from the cave mouth area, marked both by trampled- in dirt and actual wear on the surface 
of the limestone- this is clearly an old and much used trail, though it is probably mainly a 
game trail in recent years. The trail enters the plateau area at N17 36.316, W 061 44.048. It 
connects to a substantial area of dried mud, clearly a small and recurring water catchment 
area in wet times (N 17 36.310 W 061 44.094) near the PLAT 3 area where the large conch 
shells were collected. This area may mark a recurring resource zone, and the water 
collected in these shallow pools does drain into the caves below, potentially extending 
access. 

 

Figure 5 A view E of the plateau trail worn into the limestone above the caves. 
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Figure 6 Seasonal wet area above caves 

Overall, the area of the Plateau surveyed in Jan 2010 showed sparse but potentially 
significant human presence, mainly the activities of Archaic Age and recent Barbudan 
hunting. Further extension of the foot survey across the Plateau area would certainly be 
useful, as the scattered conch and shell finds (note large conch in lower photo right in 
Figure 6 above) suggest the possibility of a more intensive occupation of this area in the 
prehistoric or early modern period that we did not document in the short Jan 2010 
investigation.  

Cave and Rockshelter Area Survey 

  Following the brief investigation of the lookout point and the part of the plateau area 
directly above the cave-bearing escarpment, we began a systematic foot survey of the 
lower edge of the escarpment, noting caves (some now partially collapsed) and 
rockshelters and collecting surface finds of all periods (located with Garmin GPS and 
photographed in situ before collection) in a band extending 75-100 meters out from the 
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line of the cave-bearing escarpment (running roughly NW-SE). We did not collect from cave 
interiors or from the immediate forecourt area of the cave mouth to preserve these 
deposits for potential full excavation and spatial documentation at a later date.   Most 
surface finds in the escarpment area were heavily patinated (white) flint, shell (both large 
intact conch and smaller fragments, usually WIT), and recent glass, metal cans, plastic, and 
expended shotgun cartridges and plastic wadding. These finds (prehistoric and recent) 
tended to concentrate around the cave mouth area in a radius of 25-30 meters from the 
escarpment face, but some individual finds and concentrations of both patinated flint and 
modern glass beverage bottles were located further away (up to 75 m from the line of the 
caves), suggesting that not all activities have clustered tightly around the cave and rock 
shelter entrances, and the wider forecourt area has certainly seen much activity in 
prehistoric and more recent times.  Full listing of all surface finds is available in the site 
archive with digital map data. We report the cave and rockshelter openings here in 
approximate geographical order, moving from southeast towards the northwest along the 
escarpment edge. 

Figure 7. The limestone 
escarpment edge. Foot 
survey area extended from 
the limestone face to the 
edge of the thick Sea Grape 
vegetation in the photo left 
edge. 

 

 

Rockshelter 1 (N17 
36.321, W061 44.046) 
this is a small rock 
shelter on the 
southernmost edge of the 
escarpment, and is about 
1 m – 75 cm high, and about 6-8 m long and about 2 m deep. A few bits of green modern 
bottle glass and a piece of aluminum square sectioned rod (later recognized as part of a 
folding chair left at Cave 6 as site furniture) were found inside, otherwise not much 
indication of human occupation in recent or ancient times. 
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Figure 8.  Rock shelter 1 from SE 

Rock shelter 2 (N 17 36.335, W 061 44.057) contained Flint and shotgun cartridge cases 
(fired) and several bits of animal bone (caprine). This rock shelter is far larger and more 
complex than RS 1, and may well expand within into a cave (which needs fuller 
exploration). Modern ceramic and glass and patinated flint were recovered N 17 33. 337, W 
061 44.059 in the vicinity of the rockshelter 2 (see site archive for complete surface find 
listing with coordinates). 
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Figure 9 Rock shelter 2, probably a partially collapsed cave. 

Cave 1 (N17 36.342 , W 061 44.067) Also known as Nicey Cave by Barbudans after Ms. 
Nicey, who periodically inhabited this cave and supported herself by hunting and foraging 
until her death in 2004 at the age of _____.  This is a substantial cave with large multi-
chambered interior extending 25 m or more into the escarpment, and requires and much 
evidence of modern occupation and perhaps use by animals as shelter. Large amounts of 
glass and ceramic around the cave entrance was not collected pending a fuller excavation of 
the cave and possible test units near the mouth. Several old conch and WIT were visible on 
surface directly outside Cave 1 but were not collected at this point. Cave 1 contains many 
modern artifacts, rock wall construction, and some constructed site furniture, and should 
be systematically documented with Barbudan help as an ethnoarchaeology project in the 
future. We do not collect inside the cave or in the cave mouth area to preserve the site for 
more detailed study. 
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Figure 10. Cave 1, Nicey Cave from the NW (N17 36.342 , W 061 44.067). 

 

Cave 2 (N 17 36.367 W 061 44.078) is a major multi-chambered cave that today has a rear 
entrance/ skylight formed by a section of collapsed roof (see figure  below). There is an 
outer chamber directly accessible from outside, and three inner chambers divided by low 
ceiling ridges. The cave has several small stalactites and some incipient stalagmites, and 
water regularly drips from the roof in several places. The outer chamber has a probable 
stone hearth enclosure on its S side. There is a range of cultural material on the cave floor 
ranging from possibly Archaic flints to recent beer bottles (see Cave 2 interior surface 
collection report below). A partly articulated Donkey carcass lies in the entry to the cave, 
and it is unclear if it was butchered by recent hunters or simply expired in the cave. Several 
other partially decomposed donkey carcasses lie within a few hundred meters, there is 
abundant donkey scat around the cave entrance and surroundings, and we encounter many 
live donkeys along the jeep trail running near the site. 
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Figure 11. Entrance to Cave 2, showing the shovel test pit 1 and the layout of excavation unit A in front 
of the Cave entrance, photo taken facing SW. 

Cave 2 also produced a scatter of patinated flint artifacts and many small pieces of 
shell in the immediate entrance area, and we decided that this cave would be a useful 
place for sub-surface testing of the cultural deposits associated with the Castle Hill 
complex. An Oakfield tube corer was used with somewhat ambiguous results (core 
probably stopped by shell midden concentration rather than bedrock, see coring 
reports in appendix), and we followed up with a small 30 x 40 cm shovel test (Test 
Pit 1, see Figure 12 above) which produced shell, flint, and a clear shell and FCR 
surface at about 30-40 cm below modern ground surface. This discovery justified 
expansion to a 2 x 2 meter unit “A” which was properly excavated stratigraphically 
with 100% 3 mm mesh sieving and extensive whole soil collection for laboratory 
processing (see Area A excavation below). 
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Rockshelter 3 (N 17 36.372, W 061 44.099) is probably a collapsed cave mouth with 
more extensive cave space remaining behind (we did not explore the back of this or 
other collapsed caves due to lack of full caving equipment and for crew safety). The 
rockshelter is now about 4 m wide x 0.75 m high. The ground around the forecourt 
area and (apparently) extending under some of the collapsed limestone roof blocks 
is very rich in shell fragments and looks darker than the surrounding soil, and 
several collections of concentrations of patinated flint were made in the immediate 
area of rockshelter 3 (see surface collection log). There was little sign of modern 
occupation but another donkey skeleton lies near the rockshelter entrance. 

 

Figure 12. Rock shelter 3 (N 17 
36.372, W 061 44.099), 
probably a collapsed cave 
mouth, shell and flint 
concentrations around the 
shelter (and apparently 
extending under some of the 
collapsed limestone blocks) 
suggest a possible prehistoric 
occupation. 

 

 

 

Cave 3 (N17 36.393 W61 
44.109). Cave 3 is also partially collapsed but the main chamber is still open and is a 
substantial area- at least 10 m deep x 8 m wide and nearly 1.5 m high at the entrance. 
There were many patinated flints in the immediate area of the Cave 3 opening and 
again there is shell rich soil in the immediate cave mouth area. We had intended to 
shovel test this area, but ran out of time- more investigation in the Cave 3 area would 
certainly be worthwhile for next season. 

Cave 4 (N 17 36.403, W 061 44.124). Cave 4 is also partially collapsed major cave, 
with an open space extending at least 15 m deep x 20 m wide and 6-8 m high. 
Virtually complete and partially articulated cattle skeletons in the cave mouth rock 
fall area suggest either animals that became trapped in the boulder area or some 
other sort of natural mortality; there is no sign of butchery or disarticulation. Again 
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further investigation for possible prehistoric and early modern occupation is surely 
warranted. 

Cave 5 (N 17 36.411, W 061 44.114). Cave 5 is 5-20 m deep and ca 20 m wide, and 
about 1 m high at present, and is also partially collapsed. This cave contained many 
large old conch shells 
(not collected), shell 
working debris, old 
historic glass 
fragments, and flint- 
no visible modern 
materials. Some bone 
including a tortoise 
plastron was present 
on the cave floor but 
was not collected.  

Figure 13. Cave 5 opening, 
with large conch shells 
visible in the left side of 
the entrance. Dark soil 
around opening has much 
shell and possible charcoal. 

  At this point in the 2010 January season we had foot surveyed about 1/3 of the total 
escarpment area and located multiple indications of long term human land use in the 
whole survey area. There is clearly much more archaeological foot survey work to be 
done along the escarpment and the plateau surface, and this could easily have taken 
up our remaining winter field season. After consultation with the BHEP project 
director, we opted to move to a more intensive investigation of the Cave 2 area to 
better understand the range of occupation associated with one cave and its 
immediate entrance/ forecourt area. We also opted to begin documentation of the 
exceptionally rich modern hunters’ occupational debris associated with the most 
intensively used caves and rockshelters at the main Castle Hill cave below the radio 
mast lookout point, as a full ethno-archaeological study of these still active hunting 
sites will clearly be a major future project goal and point of collaboration with the 
Barbudan community. 

Ethnoarchaeological Assessment at Castle Hill Cave (main Cave) 
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  The main Castle Hill Cave (N 17 36.284, W 061 43.981) today is an actively used 
community hunting and fishing camp, showing many signs of recent use and some 
substantial landscape modification. The Castle Hill Cave (CHC) is in fact a very 
substantial rock shelter overhang with a large forecourt area screened from the jeep 
trail and the ocean by a dense hedge of sea grape. The forecourt area has been 
cleared by bulldozing (chunks of limestone debris have been pushed to one side and 
also pushed to the far (seaward, W side of the jeep trail) and the central portion of 
the forecourt area has been infilled with fine gravel to provide a better walking and 
working surface. This central forecourt area is surrounded by a series of fairly 
discrete activity areas (see tape and compass map in Figure 15 below), comprised of 
a sheltered sleeping and sitting area under the rockshelter overhang and a series of 
working locations mainly associated with primary butchery, skinning, and cooking 
activities located around the cleared forecourt area. The sleeping area under the 
rockshelter is fitted with 12 wooden pallets which support 5 mattresses. There are 
currently three waist high processing tables (two associated with cutting blocks 
made from fiberglass boat hull material) and one lower table near the sleeping area. 
There is a well constructed welded metal frame grill with a heat reflector made of 
corrugated metal sheeting that provides an effective grilling hearth, with a store of 
wood stacked nearby.  There are at least three main butchery areas, each apparently 
specializing in the initial skinning and dismemberment of a different range of prey 
species. One area nearest the grilling hearth (figure 17) is apparently largely 
reserved for pig processing, as all pig bones (skulls and metapodials and phalanges) 
are concentrated in this area. A second butchery area seems dedicated to processing 
land tortoises, and a large concentration of shells has built up in the rocks near the 
sleeping area (figure 18). Most of these seem to be adults and it will be interesting to 
discover if there is a size-grade restriction on modern harvesting. Just above (and to 
the SE) of the turtle shell dump is a well made dry stone wall now standing over a 
meter high. This wall closes a gap in the escarpment, and may be part of an animal 
pen (perhaps for hunters’ horses in an earlier time period, or possibly a tortoise 
pen). The wall appears significantly older than the rest of the CHC complex and 
shows less evidence of modern activity around it (figure 19) A third butchery area on 
the NE side of the forecourt area focuses upon processing fallow deer (Dama dama, 
imported in the 18th c by the Codringtons) and feral sheep. Well over 30 deer skulls 
(both sexes) were counted in this area, and several deer skins were hanging in the 
trees near the line and stick butchery aids in this area. Several adult buck skulls with 
antler racks were displayed on ledges on the limestone escarpment edge near this 
butchery area (figure 21). Again individuals are represented almost entirely by 
skulls, metapodials, and feet. Near the driveway to the main jeep trail is a shady rest 
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area equipped with expedient hammocks made from cargo netting and nylon ships 
line combined with some aluminum patio furniture (figure 20). 

  The modern hunters camp at Castle Hill Cave thus provides a wonderful set of 
spatially discrete activity areas, faunal processing stations, skeletal element 
distribution patterns, and the potential for much productive community discussion 
that should greatly expand our understanding of modern land use in this part of 
Barbuda, and may well contribute to wider studies of site formation processes by 
hunters. Note that both terrestrial species (deer, tortoise, pig, feral sheep) and 
marine species (barracuda, other fish) are being processed and consumed on site, 
and that the site furniture is composed of an ingenious mix of found materials (many 
recycled flotsam and jetsam from the nearby beach area) and lawn furniture (plastic 
and aluminum seating) brought from the village area. There also seems to be some 
spatial partitioning between the sleeping/cooking area (which seems well ordered 
and comparatively well swept) and the informal resting area across the cleared 
forecourt area (which has a higher concentration of discarded food and drink 
containers). It will be interesting to work with informants to better understand the 
partitioning of activities by occasion, gender, and other economic and social 
variables.   

  This main Castle Hill rockshelter also has a prehistoric component, reflected in 
several patinated flints recovered from the driveway and jeep trail area outside. The 
bulldozer work within the cave forecourt area has probably significantly disturbed 
earlier deposits within, but a short distance to the north is another cave and 
rockshelter combination that definitely has associated ceramic age as well as 
possible Archaic age components. This cave and rock shelter complex (Cave 6 area, N 
17 36.323, W 061 44.027) is between the Castle Hill modern hunters cave and Cave 1, 
and comprises both an extensive dry rock shelter (facing north, away from the sea, 
and thus presumably a good storm shelter) and at least two deeper chambers which 
would repay investigation. A scatter of WIT and conch shell fragments is present 
around these caves and on the limestone pavement surrounding them. There is 
evidence of recent modern occupation (mattress and some site furniture within the 
cave and modern glass and plastic all around- one aluminum chair frame seems to 
match a fragment we recovered from a rock shelter near Cave 1 (Nicey Cave) 
suggesting the wide range of hunting parties based at the Cave 6 area. There is far 
less modern butchery debris around these caves, and they are much less fully 
developed (no pallets or major landscape modifications via bulldozer, and an order 
of magnitude fewer bottles and cans). There is also some patinated flint around the 
caves.  We also recovered some prehistoric pot sherds from at least three different 
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fairly heavy coarse vessels- one set red-slipped inside and out, another represented 
by some segments of “D-shaped” handles, and a third comprised of heavy plain 
sherds (possibly griddles) with shell temper. These heavy walled sherds were later 
identified by Dr. Haviser as later prehistoric Troumassoid, thus extending our range 
of prehistoric phases represented in the area. 

    

 

Figure 14. Tape and compass map of the activity areas in the immediate forecourt area of Castle Hill 
Cave, with GPS reference points indicated (map is drawn on standard FSI drawing film context sheet). 
The limestone escarpment is on the upper side of the drawing, with the entrance to the jeep trail 
shown on the lower side.  
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Figure 15. Castle Hill Cave rockshelter entrance and forecourt seen from the NE. Note the work tables 
constructed of recycled palette lumber, the sleeping platform, and both handmade and plastic 
furniture. The lines hanging from the limestone roof are butchery aids (cross stick and line to hang 
and spread carcasses). Note the hanging plastic basket, which holds salt and other cooking 
condiments, pots and cooking gear are stored directly below in a stone walled enclosure. Note the 
flattened and gravel covered forecourt area has been cleared of limestone fragments (and probably 
earlier archaeological deposits). 
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Figure 17. Grilling hearth and pig processing area. To the photo left of the grill is a fiberglass cutting 
surface. Hanging from the tree above the photo scale is a line and stick butchery aid used for pig 
gutting, and a pig skin is drying in the branches nearby. Pig skulls and lower limb bones (metapodial 
and phalanges) are on the ground along with patches of black and dark brown pig bristles.  
Informants report that the table is used for scraping pig bristles from skin following scalding, and that 
the separation of the pig processing area from other butchery areas reflects the religious dietary 
restrictions of some community members who cannot eat pork. Some barracuda bones are also 
present. Mound behind the hearth is bulldozed materials from the clearing of the forecourt area. 
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Figure 18. Land tortoise butchery area. The cleft in the limestone rocks just to the south of the main sleeping 
area holds a substantial concentration of empty land tortoise carapaces of varying states of weathering. Well 
over a hundred individuals (all about the same size) are represented. 
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Figure 19 Dry stone wall in ravine above tortoise processing area in Castle Hill Cave (southern edge). 
This is a substantial wall that may have served to close off the end of the natural ravine, perhaps to 
form a pen (or tortoise holding enclosure?).  This seems older than the currently used area and may 
reflect earlier historic uses of the Castle Hill Cave complex. 
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Figure 20 Rest area near the entrance to the forecourt area. Both found materials (netting, floats, bits 
of flotsam) and patio furniture (folding aluminum chair) probably brought from home are used to 
provide a sitting area with good afternoon sun protection. Playing cards were cached near the coil of 
salvaged blue nylon line to the photo left of the scale. 
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Figure 21  Fallow deer skulls with antlers set along escarpment face near the deer and sheep 
butchery area. 

 

Investigation of deposits on the floor of Cave 2 

We informally noted surface finds on the floor of cave two including shell, flint fragments, a 
flint tool in the cave’s drip-line, a historic hand-made wine glass fragment. Terrestrial 
mammal bone was found including caprine bones and proved to be the ulna of a domestic 
cat. A brief look at soil deposits of the cave floor suggests significant sorting by water 
movement, especially in the northwestern most area of the cave which is a uniform, brown, 
homogenous, cracked clayish silt. Other areas of the cave have significant accumulations of 
gravel, with some anthropogenic objects from various ages mixed in as mentioned above. 
In the center, rear of Cave 2, there is a loose mound of brown sandy silt which may be there 
result of a recent human activity.  
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 Using an Oakfield soil corer and a 30 meter tape, two transects of soil cores were 
recorded and sampled for later phosphate testing within cave two.  We hoped to determine 
whether floor layers, shell or anthropogenic deposits could be observed within the cored 
sediments. Transect A extended from the rear of the front chamber of Cave 2, to the drip 
line of the cave, spanning approximately 9 meters. The transect does not connect the two 
permanent survey points in the front chamber, but rather targets the center of the front 
chamber in an approximately west to east orientation. 

Transect A 

 

Core at 1 meter  

 0-1.5 cm deep: red/brown clayish silt. 

 1.5-9.5 cm deep: very light red/brown silt deposit with traces of degraded 
 limestone 

 9.5-17.5 cm deep: loamy red/brown silt 

Core at 2 m 

 0-4 cm deep: red/brown clayish silt 

 4-8.5 cm deep: light red brown deposit of degraded limestone  

 8.5-13 cm deep: medium red brown with some light degraded stone inclusions 

Core at 3.5 m 

 0-9 cm deep: red/brown very compact clayish silt 

 4-8.5 cm deep: light red/brown deposit consisting of degraded limestone 

 14-17.5 cm deep:  red/brown silty loam 

Core at 6 m  

 0-9 cm deep: brown loam, very compact 

 9-13.5 cm deep: light red/brown silt deposit with degraded limestone 

 13.5-21 cm deep: red/brown clayish silt with stone inclusions 
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 In the above cores, we noted a consistent presence of a lighter colored, fine deposit 
between red brown, clayish silts. Our on site hypothesis is that this layer represents 
accumulation of weathered and degraded stone from the cave’s walls and ceiling (which 
are a light pinkish limestone). It is interesting to note that its presence is book-ended by the 
darker, red brown clayish silts, demonstrating very clear changes in depositions over time. 
No shell, floor layers, or artifacts were observed by eye within the cored sediments. We 
separated the cored sediments stratigraphically in to sample bags for later qualitative 
phosphate testing. 

 Transect B Stretched from a survey marker at the rear of the front chamber of Cave 
2 (the middle survey marker), toward the rear of the cave back under a low overhang in a 
westerly direction and was 8 meters in length. It terminated on a dark brown sandy loam 
mound approximately two meters long. We wondered if this mound was anthropogenic. 

Transect B 

Core at 4 meters  

 0-8 cm deep: very loose brown sandy loam 

 8-13 cm deep: brown sandy loam, slightly more compact than above layer 

Core at 7 m 

 1-22 cm deep: brown sandy loam, uniform but slightly more compact to the base 

Core 1m to the north off the 8 meter mark (on possible anthropogenic mound) 

 0-7 cm deep: medium brown sandy loam 

 7-16 cm deep: compact medium brown sandy loam  

  

 An additional core was taken 1 m to the south of the 8 meter mark within the 
boundaries of the possibly anthropogenic sandy loam mound on which a small ulna, likely 
of a cat or dog, was found. The results of this soil core were the same as the core taken to 
the north of the 8 meter mark. None of the cores retrieved on the sandy mound recovered 
any evidence of human activity, such as the creation of a cut or the burial of an object.  

 Currently, it appears that artifacts (prehistoric, early modern and recent) are lying 
only on the surface of the cave rather than within stratified deposits. Further, water 
movement may have played a significant role in moving and sorting the soils and gravel, 
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and perhaps some artifacts on the surface. Finally, we registered the core stratigraphy 
samples as bulk samples and tagged them for qualitative phosphate analysis. 

Cave 2: Interior Photography and Sketch Plan 

 While the soil cores did not show entirely obvious signs of human habitation below 
the soil surface, the floor surface of the cave was replete with artifacts of recent and 
prehistoric use, from flint to shell, glass and plastic. We first documented the cave floor and 
second, carried out a systematic surface collection of the floor surface.  

 We recorded the surface deposits on the cave floor using digital photography and a 
system of labeled tags. Tags were placed approximately every 1.5 meters on average and 
consisted of a high visibility orange tape labeled with the photograph numbers P1 through 
P97.  We took photographs of all of the tags with two or more tags in each photo for later 
composition of a photographic floor plan of the soil deposits using software designed for 
this purpose. We also drew a sketch plan of the cave floor and documented the location of 
the photograph numbers to assist in later stitching of the photographs.  

 There were some areas of the cave that were difficult to photograph from above, 
this included the very low overhang on the northwestern side of the cave as well as another 
low area on the eastern side or back of the cave. 

 The photographic record of the deposits, with their numbers and the sketch plan 
also serve as our unit assignments for our surface collection. 
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Figure 16. Plan of the interior of Cave 2, with photographic and collection areas numbered for 
reference. this map was produced by tape measurement from a fixed reference line established by 
total station EDM 

Surface Collection in Interior of Cave 2 

 The surface collection focused on all of the numbered units, but left out some non 
labeled areas without unit numbers under very low ceilings, which were difficult to access. 
The cave survey team labeled collection bags with the project, date and photographic 
number (P1, P2 etc.) Each bag corresponds with a 1 – 1.5 meter radius around the 
corresponding photographic labels, all of which were left intact for the duration of the 
collection.  The team began in the “front room” of the cave which is open to air and light. 
Beginning in the drip line of the cave and moving to the back wall, the team looked for flint, 
glass, shell, bone ceramics and any other artifact on the cave floor. We did not collect wood, 
which was abundant, unless it showed signs of being worked or altered in some way. 
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 Prior survey and two days of intensive collection provided the opportunity for a 
closer examination of the soil composition of the floor of cave 2. The “front room” of the 
cave has a floor composed of brown silty soil and is largely gravel-free. There is a carcass 
dressing hanger above unit P5 and P15 and below it, some scattered remains of a large 
terrestrial mammal, recent donkey remains and in the same units, remains of maggots. To 
move to the rear of the cave, the team had to crawl through a natural low arch to the far 
west of the entrance, The arch leads through to an open area where unit’s P77, p78, P79, 
P83, P84, and P85 showed an interesting dearth of coarse limestone gravel and shell and 
bone artifacts that characterize many parts of the rear of the cave (the P50’s and P60’s as 
well as the area under the low ceiling in the north east). The units listed above in the 70’s 
and 80’s coincide with a large area and high ceiling, which might suggest that this floor has 
been intentionally cleared possibly for the comfort of recent campers.  This area connects 
directly to the “front room” via a low passageway that is also kept clear and compacted by 
human foot traffic.  This path leads close by an oval arrangement of cobbles, one to two 
courses high, which may be a turtle pen- an area where turtles are kept alive before they 
are butchered, cooked and eaten by campers. 

 The extreme south-western side of the cave opens to a sinkhole where dense roots 
and leaf fall made surface collection unfeasible at least for this field season. This area may 
be of interest in following years as flint and bone were found trailing into this area from 
area P69. 

 Sorting done in the evenings during the field season has given us a look at the 
variety of artifacts found within cave two. These include terrestrial mammal bone, fish 
bone, shell and bone of turtles, glass both modern and historic, plastic items, early modern 
clay pipes, lithics, ceramics and shell (including WIT and conch shell. We observed, 
following the surface collection, that flint  seems to have been found most frequently in 
areas of the cave that receive outside light. We think that this could possibly represent 
activity areas rather than collection bias. 

 Unit P55 was of specific interest because of a dense accumulation of bone and 
artifacts there. The investigation of P55- a niche in the cave wall, is described in the next 
section. 

Cave 2 interior: excavation of Unit 55 

 We excavated one area within the cave, unit P55 which was a small, irregular and 
vertically oblong niche with an approximately 1-1.5 meter diameter and a height of about 2 
meters. A relatively dense cluster of carnivore bones, caprine bones, and two fragments of 
clay pipe were readily visible on the surface of the shallow soil deposit within the niche. We 
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wondered whether this cluster represented the intentional deposition of an articulated 
skeleton. 

 We sketched the unit, photographed it, described it and the surface finds were 
collected by hand. Soil was excavated by trowel slowly while we were vigilant for evidence 
of a cut or evidence of articulated remains that might indicate an intentional burial. The 
deposit was very mixed and longer bones within it lay at inconsistent angles. The deposit 
ranged in depth from 1-11 cm and was a loosely compacted brown loam. The deposit was 
consistent to the limestone basin-like bedrock below. We sampled deposit 100% of the 
deposit for careful sieving and potentially for phosphate or archaeobotanical investigation.  

 While we initially noted two fragments of pipe stems on the surface of P55, there 
were no other non-osseous artifacts noted below the surface in the field. There was no 
evidence of skeletal articulation of caprine or carnivore bones and the majority of the 
bones likely belong to several small carnivore individuals- possibly cats. If P55 represents 
an anthropogenic ritual deposit- it was likely been significantly disturbed. It is possible that 
it is the result of carnivores inhabiting in the natural den created by the deeply receding 
curves in the limestone cave wall.  

 

 

General Vegetation Survey 

 Students from Manhattanville College, Melissa LaCroce and Natalie Garcia assisted 
the team by surveying the vegetation around the caves. There are visible transitions in 
vegetation in several areas.  Wild balsam (Justica pectoralis) and what is locally called wild 
sage  are common throughout but more dense close to the escarpment.  Mutton porridge 
and variegated wattle (local names) are also present. 

 Atop the limestone escarpment, some Cacti occur that were not seen below the 
escarpment including the turks head cactus (Melocactus inartus) and the wooly nipple 
cactus (Mammilaria nivosa). The pipe organ cactus (Cephalocereus nobilis) and the prickly 
pear cactus (Opuntia dillennii) can be seen both atop the plateau and below the 
escarpment. Out on the limestone flat, extending approximately 50m from the caves, there 
are groupings of sea grape (Coccoloba uvifera), which becomes more common toward the 
sandy coast to the east as does strumfia (Strumfia maratima). We hope to collect more 
information on the species surrounding the cave in the following seasons. 

 We observed that the vegetation is subject to a range of influences by people and 
animals including the grazing activity of donkeys, deer, and possibly sheep and goats. We 
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also witnessed some dugout depressions in the sage brush that may be boar wallows. 
Donkeys were seen enjoying the shade of the escarpment and dung was seen within Cave 2 
especially. Further, we noted the visible impact of human and animal traffic; of the caves 
and rock shelters surveyed, that those with abundant recent artifacts were easily accessible 
via paths through the brush.  Melissa LaCroce noted one introduced acacia, a native of 
Africa, was present in relatively low numbers. Direct human activity, imported livestock 
and introduced flora have likely changed the landscape surrounding the caves significantly 
over time. 

 

Excavations in Cave 2 Area 

Test  Pits 1 and 2 

Test Pit 1 (N 17 36.362, W 061 44.081) This initial shovel test pit (TP 1) is about 30 x 40 
cm, and after penetrating about 8-10 cm of fairly loose sandy clay it strikes a solid 
pavement of fire cracked rock (FCR) and large west Indian top shells (WIT). This confirmed 
that there may be a substantial prehistoric shell midden deposit in front of Cave 2, and we 
expanded our 2 x 2 m excavation unit A around the TP 1 hole (see figure 12 above for 
placement). The excavated spoil from TP 1 is unstratified, but is assigned context [001] and 
is sieved.  

Test Pit 2 (N 17 36.366 W 061 44.078): In an attempt to better understand the extent of 
the shell mound I put in another shovel test pit (TP 2) on line 702 starting at 702/506 (eg 5 
meters roughly N of the end of Unit A). This is a narrow shovel test that penetrates to what 
looks like a thin cultural layer with some WIT fragments (no lithics) at about 30 cm depth, 
with what appears to be a limestone surface at about 32-35 cm depth from modern surface. 
It would appear that the ancient land surface sloped a bit more acutely downwards from 
the cave 2 mouth than the present slope, but not by very much, and the shell midden 
certainly does not extend out over much beyond the cave mouth area. The fill of this test pit 
is also sieved and produces some shell, mainly from the lowest level. 

Stratigraphic Excavation of Unit A 

  Test pits 1 and 2 served to establish the presence and general limits of the apparent shell 
midden deposit, and the 2 x 2 meter Unit A was placed to try to recover stratigraphically 
separated samples of artifacts, ecofacts and whole soil samples. The unit was excavated as a 
continuous surface, stripping down stratigraphically and sieving all loose not retained for 
whole soil samples. Counting the unstratified fill of test pit 1 we encountered seven 
contexts (listed below, see digital site archive for more details). All except the lowest 
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natural subsoil produced artifacts and fragments of shell of various size, and most in fact 
produced both historic and prehistoric finds (patinated flint was recovered from all layers 
and an iron nail and lead musket ball were recovered from the top of the [006] shell 
midden layer). While there is certainly some movement of finds (via trampling, roots, crab 
burrows and a very active fire ant colony) the layers as encountered were generally loose 
and friable, but could be followed easily across the whole unit and stripped back along 
stratigraphic interfaces fairly smoothly, suggesting that large scale churning up of the 
deposits is unlikely, and certainly the dense shell and fire cracked rock midden deposit of 
context [006] has not been significantly displaced. 

 

Cave 2 Unit A Context List 

[001] Unstratified fill of test pit (TP1), all contexts from 002-005 mixed. 

[002] Uppermost stratigraphic unit (after removal of brush and leaf/cactus litter). Light 
brown silty clay, very loose and friable, small pebbles, limestone frags, shell frags present, 
some flint flakes, glass, charcoal also present. Covers the whole unit. Plan and context form 
completed  1.15.10 .  FCR count = 2 

[003] Light brown silty clay with shell, some FCR, flint, and historic glass present. Slightly 
darker and more compact than [002] but still loose textured and light. Plan and context 
form completed 1.15.10 . FCR count = 9 

[004] Red brown silty clay with much shell fragment inclusions, both flint flakes and a 
kaolin pipe bowl probably dating to the first half of the 17th c (find A 7 ) recovered. FCR 
count = 14 

[005] Darker grey brown and more compact deposit, probably prehistoric midden of a 
lower density than [006 below]? FCR count = 73 

[006] Grey Brown silt, rich in charcoal, and a great many shells (mainly but not entirely 
WIC) FCR, and artifacts including several pieces of milling stone, a possible Zemi, several 
pot sherds (mainly thick bodied griddle and coarse cooking pot frags but including one fine 
ware incised rim sherd, several not patinated flint flakes, and definite bits of fish bone in 
the bulk sieve. Very rich shell midden. FCR count = 389 
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Figure 23. Surface of the [006] Midden layer showing a dense pavement of shell (mainly West Indian 
Top Shell, but some Conch), fire cracked rocks, and artifacts (including flint, Saladoid pottery and 
milling stone fragments. Photo facing south towards cave 2 entrance. 
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Figure 24.  Vertical section of excavated SE corner of Area A showing the dense concentration of shell 
and fire cracked rock [006] resting on the lighter colored natural subsoil [007] below. Some flecks of 
shell are also visible in layers [004] and [005] above. 
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Figure 25 . Profile of the East section of the 2 x 2 m Area A unit in front of the entrance to Cave 2. While 
some cultural materials were recovered from all contexts (layers) the [006] context formed a nearly 
continuous surface of shell, fire cracked rocks, prehistoric pottery, grinding stones, and lithic artifacts 
mixed with charcoal flecks and bone (mainly fish). 
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  As the profile drawing above 
and figure 26 at right both 
suggest, by far the greatest 
concentration of rocks we 
identified as probably fire 
damaged increased dramatically 
in contexts [005] and [006]. This 
pattern is somewhat repeated if 
we do some rough 
quantification of bulk recovery 
of shell and bulk sieve finds (all 
use the same size plastic bags 
and are more or less 
comparably filled).  While some 
cultural materials were recovered from all layers, there was a clear concentration in the 
lower layers associated mainly with the Saladoid shell midden deposit. Later historic and 
earlier Archaic Age occupation did not generate a dense midden deposit in the A area, but 
artifact scatters both inside and outside Cave 2 do indicate both post- and pre-Saladoid 
occupation. 
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Figure 28  Comparison of total flint finds vs. Patinated (and presumably mainly older Archaic) flints 
from the stratified A unit. Note that while patinated flakes do concentrate in the lower [006] layer, 
they are also found in the surface deposit [002] and the [004] intermediate layer. It would appear that 
earlier Archaic age flints are now widely dispersed in the loose soil matrix, and probably have been 
re-deposited by Saladoid and later disturbance. While there is definite Archaic age presence at Cave 2, 
the area A excavations probably have not recovered any in situ undisturbed deposits dating to this 
early period. 
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Selected Artifact Illustrations 

 

Patinated, Probably Archaic  Lithics (all apparently made of Long Island flint) 

 

Figure 17 Retouched flint flake from Cave 2 interior 
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Figure 18 Small patinated blade from surface collection near cave 3 
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Figure 19, Un-patinated blade from Cave 2 Area A, stratigraphic context [005], similar to Davis’s 
(1993) pyramidal blades from Jolly Bay in Antigua. 
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Prehistoric Finds From Stratified Ceramic Age Contexts (Unit A) 

 

Figure 20, Saladoid thin walled vessel rim with incised decoration, from shell midden [006] in 
stratified excavation unit A in front of Cave 2 
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Figure 21, Abraded flat grinding stone from Unit A, layer [006] in front of Cave 2 
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Figure 22, Unfinished pre-form made of conch lip, Area A context [006] in front of Cave 2. 
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Selected Historic Period Finds 

 

Figure 23 Fragments of glass goblets from Cave 2 interior 

 

 

Figure 24 Fragments of 17th c Pipe from Cave 2 Interior 
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Figure 25 Pipe bowl from stratified excavation unit A [004] outside Cave 2 ( early 17th c?) 
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Figure 26, Battered Gun flint (European Flint) from Cave 2 interior 
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Figure 27, Fired musket ball recovered near Cave2 during foot survey 

 

 

Cave Team January 2010 Summary 

  While the 2010 January investigations in the Castle Hill caves area have been necessarily 
brief and preliminary, we have produced some new findings that will justify more work in 
the area in future seasons. The combination of foot survey, coring, and selective test 
excavations have provided both wide scale impression of the extent of prehistoric and 
modern land use and some stratigraphically secure finds from well controlled if small scale 
excavation units. The finds made can all be effectively localized and spatially plotted, and 
further analysis of these data points will probably reveal additional patterns in finds 
distribution relative to caves, rockshelters, and other natural features. There is great 
potential for systematic mapping of modern cave use and contemporary hunting camps 
and for a fully integrated community-based ethnoarchaeology of modern Barbudan 
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hunting practices. We can now begin to link these patterns to older landscape use 
extending back thousands of years. We seem to have within a few kilometers the full range 
of prehistoric, historic, and modern human presence on Barbuda, and thus far none of 
these seem to be primary residences (villages or long term base camps). We seem to be 
seeing recurring use of the caves as short term bases for marine and terrestrial hunting and 
gathering, a form of land use that continues from deep prehistory right up to the present 
day. 
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Appendix A  Coring results 

Cave 2 Area (N 17 36.362, W 061 44.078) 10 m outside the entrance to Cave 2. 

Core 1 

 0-20 cm limestone pebbles in silty reddish clay, very loose and un-compacted, no cultural 
indications. 

20- 30 cm red brown clayish silt, no cultural material visible. 

30-35 cm red-brown clayish silt with shell inclusions, possibly cultural, un-compacted. 

35-46 cm red-brown silt with shell inclusions, possibly cultural, little to no compaction. 

Note- this core stopped on rock, but it is within 2 m of Unit A, which showed similar 
stratigraphy (including a red-brown silt with shell inclusions) above the [006] shell 
and FCR midden deposit. It is possible that the midden itself produced the ‘stopped on 
rock’ result, and this coring data may thus be a bit deceptive. 

 

 


